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WHY DELL?

A MODERN
EMPLOYEE

With dramatic changes to the business landscape in 
recent years, adapting to hybrid workstyles and new 
business models is crucial to driving business results. 
Jean Guillaume Pons, Senior Vice President CSG Sales 
discusses how Dell Technologies’ 2023 client portfolio 
was reimagined to help you grow your business. 

+
Watch Video
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of U.S. decision makers at all levels expect more 
flexibility from their work arrangements.*35%

of all companies are willing to financially support 
ongoing remote work connectivity costs.*79%

average decrease in office size is being reported
by over two thirds of global companies.*53%

of companies that hire remotely report a positive 
impact on the decision to do so.*98%

What’s 
happening in 
the industry 
right now?

* Office of the Future, October 2022

OFFICE OF THE FUTURE
THE INDUSTRY

The re-imagination of the office and workspace is long overdue, and current trends are forcing the 
business world to create and provide environments that empower workers, managers and executives.

According to a recent study, hybrid work is here to stay 
and people are demanding even more out of their work 
arrangements:
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/unified-workspace/briefs-summaries/the-office-of-the-future.pdf.external


Designing offices for more 
meaningful experiences
Offices today are competing with people’s homes and even neighborhoods. That’s why 
it’s critical that companies of all shapes and sizes begin reevaluating their current office 
designs from all angles and developing a plan to provide spaces that promote both 
productivity and a sense of belonging.

Here are a few elements and design trends that are on the rise and why they create 
more meaningful work experiences for individuals.*

* Contently. “The Future Of The Office.” Accessed October, 2022.
** Metropolis. “What ‘Design Empathy’ Has to Do With the Workplace.” Accessed October, 2022.

Flexible private spaces: Flexible private spaces mixed with shared can 
accommodate both introverts and extroverts.

Sound acoustics: Good acoustics allow employees to concentrate better when 
working alone and have more distraction-free conversations when collaborating.**

Video conferencing: Companies should take a casual collaboration approach to 
conferencing spaces and equip just about every space with video conferencing.

Dynamic neighborhoods: Creating an aspirational environment includes a natural mix 
of informal gathering areas and heads-down desks.

Download the report
- How the way we work will change the office of the future
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As if you’re together
Dell Video Conferencing Solutions that are certified for 
Microsoft Teams bring a new layer of connectivity to your 
employees, giving them ways of interacting and engaging as 
if they were in the same room. From scheduled meetings to 
‘water cooler moments’ and catch-ups – all can be delivered 
through Microsoft Teams to enable inclusive and people-centric 
collaboration experiences.

Learn More›
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CONCLUSION
The fundamentals of what an office is, are changing. 
We’re seeing a movement from the idea that 
productivity can only happen in the traditional office, 
to a greater understanding and adoption of hybrid 

work solutions – like video conferencing – that enable 
brainstorms and intelligent collaboration from anywhere. 
Successful companies will therefore be those that 
continue modernization by investing in their workforce 

and in hybrid work solutions.

https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/electronics-and-accessories/technical-support/dell-meeting-spaces-brochure.pdf


* Forrester, The Case for an Accelerated PC Refresh Cycle, 2022

Download Forrester Report

WHY REFRESH?
Outdated devices may cause poor end-user experiences and expose potential security vulnerabilities. This is 
why IT leaders should consider the benefits of an accelerated PC refresh.

A recent survey led by Forrester showed three major benefits of accelerated PC refresh in three key areas: 

1. REDUCES SECURITY COSTS
By refreshing sooner, end users get access to the latest, most secure technology. 
 

of respondents said their organization experienced improved security from adopting 
an accelerated PC refresh cycle .*72%

of respondents whose organization adopted an accelerated PC refresh cycle said 
their company has seen improved employee productivity. *94%
said their organization experienced an increase in its employee Net Promoter Score 
by adopting a two-year refresh for notebooks. *78%

of respondents said their organizations experienced improved sustainability 
practices (e.g. internal recycling programs).*64%

2. EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE 

3. SUSTAINABILITY
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/industry-market/forrester-accelerated-refresh-survey-exec-summary.pdf.external
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/industry-market/forrester-accelerated-refresh-survey-exec-summary.pdf.external


Why refresh to a new 
Dell PC with Windows 11

3X
lower cost to buy a newer Windows Pro PC vs. maintaining a 4+ year old PC 4.*

Improve user productivity with up to 67% faster business application 
performance vs a three-year-old PC.

Windows 10 Migration Plan 
Upgrade with confidence. With a 99.6% app compatibility rate 

Microsoft is committed to ensuring you can use existing apps with 
Windows 11 Pro.**
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Windows 10 End-of-Support is on the 14th of October 2025.  
To ensure that your employees remain productive, it’s important to equip 
them with the latest Dell device with Intel vPro, that supports Windows 11.

A good way to stay ahead is new device purchase, as well as Microsoft 365 
subscription attach, to let your employees experience the long-term value of 
owning a secure, modern Dell device with Windows Pro. Enterprises should 
upgrade their Windows 11 Pro devices to Windows 11 Enterprise, which is an eligible 
part of the Microsoft 365 E3 subscription.

Refresh and retire, while helping the planet 
When you move to the Dell PCaaS consumption 
model, you can plan and streamline system refreshes 
so that your employees quickly migrate to the latest 
technology without disrupting their workflow.  

At the end of a PC’s life, Dell PCaaS with Asset 
Recovery Services can help you transition to the 
latest technology and return the old systems, while 

supporting the circular economy. And to help ensure 
sensitive data does not fall into the wrong hands, 
data sanitization options are available for your
legacy system.

Learn more about Asset Recovery Services on page 37›
* SMB PC Study, Techaisle, 2020 and The Total Economic Impact™ Of Windows Pro Devices, 
Forrester June 2020

**The App Assure program has worked with thousands of customers and evaluated over 1.1 million apps with 
a 99.6 percent app compatibility rate. To learn more, visit the App Assure website and see Windows IT Pro 
Blog post on App Assure.
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INNOVATING TO ENHANCE THE NEW WORLD OF WORK

The 2023 Dell Technologies Client portfolio, powered by the latest Intel® Core™ processor with Intel vPro®, is 
built around collaboration, security and sustainability to ensure intelligent IT experiences in modern workforces: 

Ensure seamless 
collaboration and 

productivity 
by ensuring your employees 

have the most intelligent 
devices and best  

collaboration tools.

Clear the way for superior
and secure user experiences

from anywhere 
with entity solutions, warranty 

services and as-a-Service 
models for your business that 

enable modern IT management 
from anywhere.

Make an impact 
on the future 

through best in class 
product sustainability, 

packaging and services.

Learn More› Learn More› Learn More›

WHY DELL?
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SEAMLESS COLLABORATION SUPERIOR & SECURE MAKING AN IMPACT



New devices include better performance and collaboration features to 
help your employees succeed, no matter where work happens.

Ensure that your employees have 
the most intelligent devices and 
best collaboration tools
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Explore research-based persona solutions to find the right ecosystem 
based on how people in your workforce work.

AI-based optimization provides the best possible connection, audio 
and performance so that your employees can be their most efficient, 
everywhere.
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Learn More about Dell Optimizer on page 25›

› Read More about Personas on page 67

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION AND PRODUCTIVITY

Explore Devices and Features+

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION SUPERIOR & SECURE MAKING AN IMPACT
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Devices and features for seamless collaboration and productivity

Dell Microsoft Teams peripherals

Teams devices from certified partners help you get the most out of your Microsoft Teams experience. 

Dell Premier Wireless ANC Headset  
– WL7022 
Collaborate with ease anywhere with 
this Microsoft Teams-certified wireless 
headset which offers active noise 
cancellation and smart sensors that 
automatically mute and unmute on calls.

Dell 34 Curved Video 
Conferencing Monitor - C3422WE 
Bring meetings to life on this 34-
inch curved WQHD monitor with 
an integrated IR camera, dual 5W 
speakers and a dedicated, one-touch 
Teams button.

Dell Speakerphone – SP3022 
Rich, clear sound with the world’s 
most intelligent Microsoft Teams-
certified speakerphone.*

Deliver the ultimate hybrid meeting experience for your employees – whether they’re on-site, remote, 
or mobile – with the Dell Meeting Space Solution and Services for Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Dell Premier Collaboration Keyboard – KB900  
Innovative keyboard with dual connectivity 
and dedicated touch controls for effortless 
collaboration. Paired with the ultra-precise wireless 
mouse, this duo puts increased productivity and 
effortless team collaboration right at your fingertips.

Other featured devices

* Based on Dell analysis comparing against competitive personal conferencing speakerphones, September 2021

https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/electronics-and-accessories/technical-support/dell-meeting-spaces-brochure.pdf


THE CENTER OF THE DELL 
TECHNOLOGIES ECOSYSTEMDELL

OPTIMIZER

The next iteration of Dell Optimizer will 
connect the Dell Technologies portfolio 
like never before. System, displays and 
peripherals will work seamlessly together 
to provide the world’s most intelligent 
collaborative experience.* 

+

Watch Video
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* Based on Dell analysis, November 2022. Collaboration feature availability and functionality may vary by model. Collaboration touchpad is available on Latitude 9330 and 9440 models only. For more details visit: https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-
solutions/technical-support/dell-optimizer-features-availability-matrix.pdf.external

Learn more

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ecat/emea-client-solutions-2023/en/?page=21
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/unified-workspace/briefs-summaries/dell-optimizer-brochure.pdf.external


The world’s most 
intelligent collaboration 

experience*

+

Personalized 
intelligence

+

Safe, secure 
and manageable 

AI technology

+

What’s new in Dell Optimizer?
Enjoy seamless, intelligent management through the whole ecosystem with the integration 
of Dell Display Manager and Dell Peripheral Manager. The newest release also comes 
with major collaboration and power management updates.

Your benefits
Elevate your employees’ work experience with personalized performance extending from 
their PC to all the devices within their work ecosystem. 

Click to explore what’s new with Dell Optimizer in 2023:

* Based on Dell analysis, November 2022. Collaboration  
feature availability and functionality may vary by model.

*This is based on a Dell internal study, testing power and performance within our Dell Optimizer power module.  
White paper published November 2022

Dell Optimizer with Intel® Energy Performance Optimizer, can also help you reach 
your sustainability goals through Quiet Mode which delivers up to 21% performance 
per watt improvement over the default mode and up to 18% in power savings.*
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/industry-market/maximizing-power-efficiency-with-dell-optimizer-a-case-study.pdf


Easy pairing and management of 
Dell displays and peripherals through 
the integration of Dell Peripheral 
Manager and Dell Display Manager

Intelligent Privacy intelligently 
protects digital assets and keeps 
sensitive data private

ExpressResponse seamlessly 
optimizes and improves performance 
of in-focus apps based on your 
usage with minimal impact on battery 
performance

Enjoy ultimate power optimization with 
new features from ExpressCharge 
such as advanced charge and 
charging modes 

Personalized intelligence



Intelligent Audio gets a major upgrade 
with new audio optimization features that 
enhance the collaboration experience  
 
Collaboration Touchpad introduces the new 
haptic feature to reduce accidental triggers 
of the collaboration touchpad keys**    
 
ExpressConnect powered by Intel® 
Connectivity Performance Suite, continues 
to deliver unmatched connectivity with 
faster data and video downloads through 
new AI-based tech 
 
The world’s first simultaneous multi-
network connection*** utilizes up to two 
network connections (wired or wireless) to 
deliver fast, reliable internet

 
Built with sustainability in mind: Dell 
Optimizer’s thermal management settings 
show that ‘Quiet Mode’ can deliver up to 
2.4W power savings over default mode****

The world’s most 
intelligent collaboration 
experience* 

* Based on Dell analysis, November 2022. Collaboration feature availability and 
functionality may vary by model. Collaboration touchpad is available on Latitude 9330 
and 9440 models only. For more details visit: https://www.delltechnologies.com/
asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/technical-support/dell-optimizer-features-
availability-matrix.pdf.external

** Collaboration Touchpad with haptics technology will be available on Latitude 9440.. 
Latitude 9330 will have collaboration touchpad with no haptics technology.

*** Simultaneous multi-network connection (or Connection based teaming) is a 
connectivity feature under ExpressConnect. It simultaneously sends and receives data 
and video traffic using two or more wired or wireless connections. Based on
Dell internal analysis, September 2021. 

**** This is based on a Dell internal study, testing power and performance within our 
Dell Optimizer power module. These workers primarily focus on general compute 
activities such as video conference calls, web browsing and general response time of 
opening and closing applications. White paper published November 2022



Safe, secure and manageable: 
Optimization and data collection follow 
a stringent process to ensure your 
privacy and security. 

Ensured privacy: AI and machine 
learning gather and analyze data locally 
on the system.

Personalized insights and end-user 
reporting are now available on select 
Rugged PCs through Analytics.

Safe, ensured and 
personalized AI technology



CLEAR THE WAY FOR SUPERIOR AND SECURE USER 
EXPERIENCES FROM ANYWHERE

Modernize IT with the most 
comprehensive lifecycle services and 
the industry’s most secure commercial 
PCs* and software protections. 
·  Dell APEX PCaaS: Simplified PC lifecycle management with one 

solution that combines hardware, software, services and financing.

·  Dell Trusted Workspace: Cybersecurity solutions and services built-in 
to defend against all cyber threats. 

·  Simple, reliable and centralized end-user deployment, management 
and support. 

* Based on Dell internal analysis, September 2022. 
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*Payment solutions provided and serviced by Dell Financial Services L.L.C. or its affiliate or designee (“DFS”) for qualified customers. Offers may not be available or may vary in certain countries. Where available offers may be changed without notice and are subject to
product availability, applicable law, credit approval, documentation provided by and acceptable to DFS and may be subject to minimum transaction size.

Watch Video 

SIMPLIFIED PC LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

APEX PC-
AS-A-SERVICE

Give your employees the benefit of 
a modernized IT experience. 
Dell APEX PC-as-a-Service makes it 
easy to purchase and support, and 
comes at one monthly price with no 
upfront investment.*

+
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Today’s workforce relies on their PCs and accessories to get work 
done anytime and from anywhere. Users need their PCs to be fully 
configured on receipt no matter where they are located.  
 
IT departments need to maintain the system’s fitness and security 
to minimize disruptions for users, and ensure responsible retirement 
of all hardware.

The Dell APCaaS solution offers:

·  Hardware: Best and broadest portfolio of hardware and end 
user software
·  Lifecycle Services and Software: Deployment, Support, 
Managed Services, Asset Recovery, Security and Management
·  Payment model: Predictable monthly payment plan 

Dell APEX 
PC-as-a-Service
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MODERN  
DEVICES

Latest Dell Technologies  
client ecosystem  

with M365

MODERN 
DEPLOYMENT

ProDeploy Plus 
with AutoPilot

MODERN  
SECURITY

Managed Detection &  
Response for Win11 systems 

with Windows Defender

MODERN  
MANAGEMENT

Command Suite with  
Microsoft InTune

MODERN  
SUPPORT
ProSupport Plus  

Learn More›
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/briefs-summaries/PC_as_a_Service_Brochure.pdf.external


End-to-End  
Modern Security  
Cybersecurity solutions and services are essential components of an overall cyber 
resilience strategy. With end-to-end modern security from Dell Technologies, you 
can reduce the risk of cyberattacks and damage caused to your critical data and 
your organization.

Learn More›

Dell: Secure from components to the cloud

Components Supply Chain

Dell Trusted Workspace

Data

Network

Datacenter

Cloud
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Prevent and detect 
foundational attacks  

Built-in/Built-with security 
Exclusively offered via Dell devices

Built-on security software 
Compatible with any IT environment

Hardware protections via 
the industry’s most secure 
commercial PCs*

Software protections via 
expertly selected specialist 
partners

Start with a secure device Monitor all activity

·  SafeBIOS 
·  SafeID 
·  SafeShutter 
·  SafeSupply Chain**

·  Intel® Hardware Shield

SafeGuard and Response 
·  VMware  Carbon Black
·  Secureworks 

SafeData
· Netskope 
· Absolute   

Prevent, detect and respond to 
threats wherever they occur  

Comprehensive defense framework combining hardware 
& software security technologies 

Dell Trusted Workspaces, Built on Intel® Innovation
“Dell Trusted Devices” has evolved to “Dell Trusted Workspace” to more clearly reflect how it encompasses both secure devices and software protections. 

Built on Intel® Hardware Shield, for added security even below OS-level, our PCs are more resilient than ever.

*  CLM-005615. Dell internal analysis, September 2022. Not all features available with all PCs.  
Additional purchase required for some features.

** US (Fed) Only 
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Discover Intel® security innovations›
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-gb/solutions/business-solutions/briefs-summaries/dell-trusted-workspace-endpoint-security-brochure.pdf.external


  Quickly improve security 
posture

Fill gaps in knowledge, skill, 
and scale 

Reduce the IT burden of 24x7 
advanced threat detection 

and response
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Managed Detection and Response
Only Dell Technologies Managed Detection and Response combines the industry-leading 
Secureworks Taegis XDR analytics software with proven Dell Technologies security and 

managed services capabilities to:



Making sustainability  
a top business priority

IDC PREDICTS THAT BY 2024, 75% OF G2000 

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE REQUESTS 

FOR PROPOSALS WILL REQUIRE VENDORS 

TO PROVE PROGRESS ON ESG AND 

SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES WITH DATA, AS 

CIOS RELY ON INFRASTRUCTURE VENDORS 

TO HELP MEET ESG GOALS.*

+ Read More about our 2030 Moonshot Goal

* IDC: The Role of the Circular Economy in Sustainable IT Procurement, September 2022.  
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/industry-market/ 
idc-whitepaper-the-role-of-the-circular-economy-in-sustainable-it-procurement.pdf.external

WHEN IT COMES TO LEADING THE WAY IN SUSTAINABILITY, IT DEPARTMENTS 
ARE PERFECTLY POSITIONED. THE TECHNOLOGIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE YOU 
CHOOSE FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN HAVE AN OUTSIZED IMPACT ON YOUR 
COMPANY’S CARBON FOOTPRINT. HERE ARE THREE KEY FACTORS TO CONSIDER 
WHEN UPDATING YOUR WORKFORCE’S TECHNOLOGY:

- IT to support Climate Action: Adopting high-performance computing, AI and ML could help 
identify where smarter, more sustainable decisions could be made for your organization, in regards 
to energy efficiency, reduced emissions, and more.

- More sustainable IT equipment: Choose a vendor that helps you reach your sustainability 
goals through products made and packaged with sustainable/recycled materials, products that 
allow for more productivity, and products that are easy to repair/reuse.

- Flexibility drives sustainability: By implementing the Dell PCaaS procurement model, it allows 
your organization to scale as it grows, it can reduce waste, ensure your assets are recovered and 
reused through end-of-life management, and potentially realize significant cost savings for you.

Make an impact 
on the future

Find out more about our social impact on Dell.com›

Download the brochure
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2030 Moonshot Goal 

By 2030, for every product a customer buys,  
Dell Technologies pledges to reuse or recycle 
an equivalent product, while Intel will send zero 
waste to landfill. 

100% of Dell packaging will be made from 
recycled or renewable material.

More than half of Dell’s product content will 
be made from recycled or renewable material.

Intel will achieve net positive water use by 
conserving 60 billion gallons of water and 
will use 100% renewable energy across 
operations. 

Intel commits to a 10% reduction in absolute 
Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.

Dell Technologies and Intel are working together to help create a greener 

tomorrow. By scrutinising our processes and products, we’re taking an 

ambitious approach to sustainability.



THE DELL TECHNOLOGIES 
APPROACH TO SUPPLY 
CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY

Dell Technologies operates one of 
the largest social and environmental 
responsibility (SER) assurance and 
engagement programs in the technology 
sector. Through SER initiatives, Dell 
proactively identifies and mitigates issues 
throughout the tiers of its supply chain, 
including final assembly, direct and sub-
tier suppliers. 

Today, Dell only works with suppliers that 
demonstrate varying levels of maturity 
in their own social and environmental 
responsibility (SER) programs. 
Recognizing this, Dell focuses on building 
sustainable progress with its suppliers 
through continuous improvement.

Dealing with IT equipment that’s no longer needed 
can be daunting because of the complicated 
logistics and the risks associated with data security 
and environmental compliance.

With Dell Asset Recovery Services, you can 
securely and responsibly retire your old assets while 
protecting both your businesses and the planet. And 
if you do it when your assets are at their maximum 
value, you can transition to what’s next with more 
money in your pocket.

Asset Recovery 
Services

Benefits of Asset Recovery Services +
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Secure your sensitive and important 
data

Address corporate environmental 
compliance concerns and reduce overall 
footprint

Reinvest value from aging equipment to 
grow your businesses

Gain control and insight through a 
centralized online portal

Benefits of Asset 
Recovery Services



WHY DELL?

REIMAGINING THE ROUTE TO 
ENDPOINT MODERNIZATION

TECHNOLOGIES 
DELL 

& MICROSOFT

Microsoft and Dell Technologies have 
been innovating together for decades 
to deliver intelligent user experiences 
and accelerate digital transformations. 

+
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+ View Roadmap to  
Modernizing Endpoints

Watch Video 

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ecat/emea-client-solutions-2023/en/?page=41


Dell Technologies & Microsoft
- Roadmap to Modernizing Endpoints

Cloud Files & Services
Exchange / SharePoint / OneDrive
Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Defender for Office 

Device Management
Windows Autopilot | Dell ProDeploy
Dell Command | Endpoint Configure 
for Intune
Dell BIOS Management with Intune
Application Mgmt. & Analytics
Device Health and Compliance

Modern Devices
Windows 11 Pro / Enterprise
Dell Teams Certified Peripherals 
Intelligent PCs with Dell Optimizer
Dell Teams Rooms Systems
Intel® Hardware Shield

Virtualized Endpoints
Azure Virtual Desktop | Windows 365
Dell Thin Client & Cloud Client Solutions
Dell ThinOS, Hybrid Client, & Windows IoT
Azure Stack HCI Systems 

Endpoint Security
Secure Boot and BitLocker
Dell SafeBIOS, built on Intel vPro® devices | Trusted Device
Microsoft Defender Integration – BIOS Protection & 
Enhanced Visibility 
Cloud Identity & Conditional Access
Dell Optimizer ExpressSign-In with Windows 
Hello for Business (Passwordless)
Microsoft Defender for Identity
Intel Advanced Threat Protection

Modern Devices  
as a Service
Dell PCaaS
Device + Software 
Single Payment Options 

Deploy and protect endpoints for remote/hybrid workforces. 
Improve the endpoint experience for frontline workers. 
Reimagine the next generation of your endpoint estate.

I 0 I 0 I 0
I 0 I 0 I 0
I 0 I 0 I 0

I 0 I 0 I 0
I 0 I 0 I 0
I 0 I 0 I 0

Identities 
Endpoints 
Data 
Apps 
Infrastructure 
Network

 
Trust
Zero 



With the new Windows 11 Pro and M365 
on modern Dell devices powered with 
Intel vPro®, Microsoft, Dell Technologies 
and Intel are taking the next step in the 
evolution of the PC. Designed for secure 
hybrid work, your employees can now 
do their best work from anywhere with 
world-class fundamentals like exceptional 
reliability, long battery life, enhanced 
security and great performance.

Solutions for a 
modern employee 
experience

DELL TECHNOLOGIES, MICROSOFT & INTEL

Make an impact 
on the future

Clear the way for 
superior and secure user

experiences from anywhere

Learn More

+

+

Learn More+
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› Discover the latest about 
Bing AI and Phone Link
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Ensure seamless
collaboration and

productivity

Learn More+

https://blogs.windows.com/windowsexperience/2023/02/28/introducing-a-big-update-to-windows-11-making-the-everyday-easier-including-bringing-the-new-ai-powered-bing-to-the-taskbar/ 


Empower your workforce for secure hybrid work by boosting productivity and enabling easier collaboration. Windows 11 Dell Devices with 
Intel vPro® provide multi-layered, hardware- and software-based security, world-class reliability, long battery life and great performance. 

 Help protect your business with Intel vPro PCs, that use a multi-layered Advanced Hardware Shield for enhanced security, even below the OS level. 

  Devices can enable protections like Windows Hello to reduce the risk of an identity compromise by up to 99.9%, compared to using passwords 
alone, with Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) & Device Encryption.*

  Optimize available desktop space with snap layouts, a Windows 11 productivity feature which adjusts with a click or touch to customize the 
desktop and keep projects organized, no matter the user’s screen size.

  Microsoft Teams & Dell modern devices deliver smarter video conferencing, including intelligent noise cancelling, mute/unmute and background 
blur. On supporting devices, AI enhances video conferencing with features like automatic framing.

 Longer battery life with more efficient silicon and screen technologies, better batteries, and smarter power management.**

 With more cores and new process technology, new Intel vPro can handle more demanding workloads than previous Intel processors.

Dell Devices with Intel vPro & Windows 11 Pro for Business

Go further with: 

Microsoft M365

Microsoft Viva
An employee experience platform that brings together communications, knowledge, learning, resources, and insights. Powered by 
Microsoft M365 and experienced primarily through Microsoft Teams, Viva fosters a culture where people and teams are empowered to be 
their best from anywhere.

Dell ProDeploy Client Suite

  Offer highlights: Flexibility to choose the specific deployment service level that meets your needs.

  How it works: From the TechDirect portal, you can direct every detail of your deployment with an unprecedented level of control, automation & 
simplicity. Dell Technologies experts & partners lead deployments from project management through planning, configuration & installation.

  Benefits: Deploy PCs with greater speed, less effort & more control
 
Dell Connected Configuration

  Offer highlights: Secure VPN connection to Dell facilities. Scale based on capacity needs. Per box fee.

.   How it works: Extend your network infrastructure to Dell. Your data remains on your servers.

.   Benefits: Use your distribution point in our factory to configure your BIOS & load your image onto new systems & perform a Domain join for each 
individual worker. Get real time control of each systems configuration as it’s being built.

Dell Imaging Services

  Offer highlights: Create and deploy an image across a variety of different systems. 

  How it works: We can build static images with technologies such as Ghost or WIM. Or we can build cross-platform images with ImageAssist that we 
dynamically update.

  Benefits: We deploy your image as provided which shortens imaging process from several weeks to a few days.

Dell Modern Device Services

Do more with less with Microsoft M365, an integrated solution that brings together productivity tools, security and device 
management, while unlocking the benefits of Cloud. 

 

  Eliminate redundant solutions: Cut licensing costs by as much as 60%*** through consolidation with Microsoft 365.

 Protect hybrid workforces: Enable zero-trust security and reduce data breach risk by 45%.****

 Simplify IT management: Automate system updates and reduce IT management costs by 40%.***** Find which option is right for you here for  
 business  &  enterprise. 

* Microsoft Announcing MFA: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2019/08/20/one-simple-action-you-can-take-to-prevent-99-9-percent-of-account-attacks/
** Battery life will vary depending on device specifications & user behaviour 
*** Based on $12 per user Microsoft 365 E5 Security add-on to Microsoft 365 E3 compared to the $30 average per user multi-vendor security solution
**** Forrester Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact Of Microsoft 365 E5 Compliance,” February, 2021, commissioned by Microsoft
***** Forrester Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact Of Microsoft Azure Active Directory,” August, 2020, commissioned by Microsoft

Intel vPro
Intel vPro® uses multiple layers of security to create a Hardware Shield that helps keep businesses safe. Help protect your 
business with Intel vPro PCs, that use a multi-layered Advanced Hardware Shield for enhanced security, even below the OS level.

 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/compare-microsoft-365-enterprise-plans
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/business?&ef_id=Cj0KCQjw48OaBhDWARIsAMd966BNyc9GlmsetPoxoHt1SB3pTM3PyAkrgmUZJSey3YPrTcQnKFhuUegaAoxCEALw_wcB:G:s&OCID=AIDcmmwf9kwzdj_SEM_Cj0KCQjw48OaBhDWARIsAMd966BNyc9GlmsetPoxoHt1SB3pTM3PyAkrgmUZJSey3YPrTcQnKFhuUegaAoxCEALw_wcB:G:s&lnkd=Google_O365SMB_Brand&gclid=Cj0KCQjw48OaBhDWARIsAMd966BNyc9GlmsetPoxoHt1SB3pTM3PyAkrgmUZJSey3YPrTcQnKFhuUegaAoxCEALw_wcB
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/compare-microsoft-365-enterprise-plans
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2019/08/20/one-simple-action-you-can-take-to-prevent-99-9-percent-of-account-attacks/


Security out-of-the-box 
 
Windows 11 offers a higher security baseline than Windows 10, with 
new requirements for default protection that is built-in and enabled. 

·  Protect data and identities with authentication based on Windows Hello for 
business, alongside advanced hardware-based security features in Windows 11 
Pro on a modern Dell Device 

· Windows Hello for Business uses face and fingerprint readers, replace    
  passwords and help protect data while enabling access anywhere

·  Data and network protection supported by hardware-based root-of-trust 
that helps maintain and verify device integrity

Protect against evolving threats 

Shield valuable data and enable secure hybrid work with the 
latest advanced security that businesses say results in 2.8X fewer 
instances of identity theft.** 

·  Protect credentials with enhanced phishing protection in Microsoft 
Defender Smartscreen

·  Help protect business information – even on lost or stolen devices – with 
BitLocker encryption 

· Get more protection from untrusted sources by opening files and websites in 
an isolated container with Microsoft Defender Application Guard

Modern security management 

Streamline security management from anywhere and extend security 
to the cloud. Deploy with confidence, knowing that 99.6% of 
applications are compatible with Windows 11.*** 

·  Ensure policy compliance for onsite and remote employees with 
Microsoft Endpoint Manager

·  Deploy devices preconfigured with corporate security policies using Windows 
Autopilot4 and zero-touch deployment**** 

·  Help prevent malicious code and protect against malware and other 
untrusted software with Windows Defender Application Control

Windows 11 Pro Security with Intel vPro for our 
most secure PCs ever
Businesses report 58% drop in security incidents with Windows 11 Pro devices.* 

* Windows 11 Survey Report. Techaisle, February 2022. Windows 11 results are in comparison with Windows 10 devices
**  SMB Windows 11 Survey Report. Techaisle, February 2022. Windows 11 results are in comparison with Windows 10 devices.
***   App Assure program data from Oct 2018 to Feb 2022. Since 2018, App Assure has worked with thousands of customers and evaluated over 1.1 million 

apps with a 99.6 percent app compatibility rate. To learn more, visit the App Assure website and see Windows IT Pro Blog post on App Assure. 
**** Azure Active Directory required.

Intel vPro® uses multiple layers of security to create a 
Hardware Shield that helps keep businesses safe. 

Below-the-OS security

Intel vPro helps prevent attacks from modifying the BIOS itself or altering 
the boot process by inserting malware. Trust that the PC can begin booting 
the OS without having been compromised during the pre-boot process.  

·  Protect the BIOS and other firmware against attack .

·  Below-the-OS security features are turned on at the factory for security out-
of-the-box 

Application and Data Protection features 

Application and Data Protection features augment the below-the-OS layer. 
 

·   The Operating System, applications and data are protected by virtualization 
and encryption 

·  Application and Data Protection features are supported by Windows 10 and 11, 
either by default or via the Windows Security Center 

Advanced Threat Protection 

Advanced Threat Protection capabilities look for emerging threats by 
analyzing software behavior. 
 

·  Accelerated memory scanning looks for malware in DRAM, leveraging artificial 
intelligence to detect threatening software that hasn’t been identified yet 

·  Code-flow enforcement mechanisms ensure malware doesn’t execute 
legitimate software out of order to launch an attack 



Microsoft, Intel and Dell Technologies have together set strong commitments to sustainability. These commitments drive the 
creation of technology that help you achieve your sustainability and business goals.

There are a number of common focus areas across the respective companies, including: 

The new Windows 11 is now also carbon aware, making it easier for devices to reduce carbon emissions:

·  Windows Update will schedule installations at specific times of the day when a higher proportion of electricity is coming from lower-carbon 
sources on the electric grid* 

·  New changes to the default power settings for Screen and sleep to help reduce carbon emissions when computers are idle

Delivering action on climate change and reducing environmental impact will require that we work together, partnering for a better, more 
sustainable future. Watch this video from Microsoft to learn more about how they aspire to reach their sustainability goals by 2030:

Dell Technologies, Intel and Microsoft share a commitment to sustainability

Reducing data center energy usage

 Investing in sustainable innovation across products and packaging

Driving supply chain optimization

* This function requires that the device is plugged in, turned on, connected to the internet and regional carbon intensity data is available. Users can always bypass this function and choose to install updates immediately on the 
Windows Update page in settings

Watch Video 

https://cdn.ipaper.io/iPaper/Files/279355c8-53a4-45eb-b443-67cbd423f02d.mp4?Policy=eyJTdGF0ZW1lbnQiOlt7IlJlc291cmNlIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9jZG4uaXBhcGVyLmlvL2lQYXBlci9GaWxlcy8qIiwiQ29uZGl0aW9uIjp7IkRhdGVMZXNzVGhhbiI6eyJBV1M6RXBvY2hUaW1lIjoxNzA2OTU1OTMxfX19XX0_&Signature=OP9Ww4WWIDl4dftOjIqrVoeaC-8~GYKJo-wNIpcRT5EzBExH97KVhmNjIccELOiCp3z3hJccWKjufcxP8zBoQbWFKVqqt37kRLxN4cKj8~3glAvwCUhrGJWUmqCrVrMNkW7WAkg5A71YCQ8dX~IzUg-xljPAxD039UKe2Tr5cHg_&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIPGQN6BDBMBZ2LCA
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WHAT’S 
HERE’S

LAUNCHING
Explore the latest Dell Technologies 

innovations on the following pages 

to discover how you can empower 

your hybrid workforce in 2023 

and beyond.

+
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Please be aware that products and offerings may very by country.
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INTELLIGENT 
COLLABORATION  DELL

LATITUDE

Make the world your workplace with 
the industry’s most intelligent business 

PCs with built-in AI.*

+
Watch Video
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*Source: Based on Dell analysis, October 2022. Dell Optimizer not available in Latitude 
Chromebook Enterprise. Feature availability and functionality may vary by model.
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Dell Latitude 5000 Series
Dell’s most popular business notebook delivers 
versatile performance and productivity.

Dell Latitude 7000 Series
A premium mobility and productivity experience.Dell Latitude 3000 Series

Affordable, yet powerful 
commercial class notebooks. 

Dell Latitude 9000 Series
The best collaboration and 
connectivity experience.

DELL
INTELLIGENT PRIVACY, WORKSPACE 
FLEXIBILITY AND THE BEST MOBILE 

PERFORMANCE

LATITUDE

+ What’s new 
with Dell Latitude+ Sustainable materials in 

the Dell Latitude family
Displays & Client Peripherals for 
Dell Latitude

 Based on Dell analysis, October 2022. Dell Optimizer not available in Latitude Chromebook Enterprise. Feature availability and functionality may vary by model.  
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Learn more›
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-gb/products/laptops-and-2-in-1s/briefs-summaries/latitude_family_brochure.pdf.external


This includes:

50% Use of recycled and post-consumer 
recycled materials on the bezel, palm-rest, bottom 
cover, upsell adapter and battery frame (50%) on 
new Dell Latitude 3000 Series devices.

 
60%  Dell Latitude 5000 Series devices see 
an expansion of bio-based/post-consumer recycled 
materials and a 60% increase in sustainable 
materials usage.

Greater use of sustainable
materials (Bioplastics, 
PCR & OBP)

The entire 2023 Dell Technologies 
client portfolio is designed with 
sustainability in mind – both 
hardware and software.



What’s new with Dell Latitude

  New, improved keyboard and touchpad

  Optional Long Life Cycle battery options up 
to 54WHr

  LPDDR5 memory on 3340

  Expanded FHD+IR camera offering

Dell Latitude 3000 Series 
Small, modern design with up-
leveled essential productivity 
features for every business.

  16:9 display with battery saving and low 
blue light options

  New premium touchpad with improved 
size, feel and noise

  FHD camera as base

  Enhanced connectivity with 5G upsell

  New Intel vPro platform powered by the 
new 13th gen Intel Core Processor

Dell Latitude 5000 Series 
The world’s smallest and most 
scalable mainstream business laptop.* 
On top of this, the world’s greatest 
variety and most innovative use of 
sustainable materials.*

  New 14” Ultralight option and 16” form factor

 Battery-saving backlit technology

  16:10 Display with low blue light options

  Up to 5MP IR resolution camera option

  Enhanced audio quality with quad speakers, 
including two top-firing

 Bio-based materials in the bumpers

  New Intel vPro platform powered by the new 
13th gen Intel Core Processor

Dell Latitude 7000 Series 
Enhanced video conferencing and a 
modern, best-in-class front of screen 
productivity experience to a broad 
range of professionals.

  New haptic feedback on the 
collaboration touchpad

  Zero-Lattice Keyboard 
with Battery-Saving Backlit 
Technology

 16:10 Display with Pen Support

  Collaboration Touchpad

  New Intel vPro platform powered 
by the new 13th gen Intel Core 
ProcessorProcessors

Dell Latitude 9000 Series 
Experience the best of the 
best in innovation, mobility, 
performance, collaboration, 
connectivity and privacy.

*Based on Dell Internal Analysis, October 2022



The best Displays & Client Peripherals for your Dell Latitude

Dell Premier Collaboration Keyboard – KB900 
Innovative keyboard with dual connectivity and 
dedicated touch controls for effortless collaboration. 
Paired with the ultra-precise wireless mouse, this duo 
puts increased productivity and effortless team 
collaboration right at your fingertips.

Dell Premier Rechargeable Mouse – MS900 
Masterfully crafted for optimal all-day comfort and ease-of-use, this 
premium mouse features multi-device pairing with Dell Peripheral 
Manager, adjustable 8000 DPI at 400 increment, and long-
lasting battery life that works up to 3 months with a full charge. 

Dell UltraSharp 49 Curved Monitor – U4924DW 

A revolutionary 49-inch dual QHD curved monitor with 

ultra-wide views, multitasking features and seamless 

connectivity for an immersive work experience.

Dell UltraSharp 32 4K USB-C Hub Monitor – U3224KB 
The ultimate productivity powerhouse packed with advanced 
features. Combining exceptional clarity and details with 4K 
resolution, and future-ready connectivity with USB-C 
connection, the U3224KB raises the bar for innovation

Dell UltraSharp 4K Webcam – WB7022 
Experience the best image quality in its 
class with the world’s most intelligent 
4K webcam. 4K High Dynamic Range 
(HDR) and 4K Sony STARVIS™ CMOS 
sensor deliver crystal-clear video and true-
to-life color.*

Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless  
Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W 
Seamlessly connect up to three devices with this premium 
keyboard and mouse combo. The dual mode RF 2.4 GHz and 
Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity lets you effortlessly switch across 
devices with the connection-mode key or button on your 
keyboard and mouse.

Dell Premier Wireless  
ANC Headset – WL7022 
Collaborate with ease anywhere with this 
Teams certified wireless headset which 
offers active noise cancellation and 
smart sensors that automatically mute and 
unmute on calls. 

Dell Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock – 
WD22TB4 
Modular thunderbolt dock with 
swappable modules for easy 
upgrades and SuperBoost 
technologies for fast charging

* Based on internal analysis of external 4K personal conferencing webcams, April 2021.



INTELLIGENCE 
AND RELIABILITYDELL

OPTIPLEX 
The Dell OptiPlex desktop portfolio has been 
simplified and focuses now on key form 
factors rather than different series. This is to 
ensure that all your users get access to Dell 
Optimizer and that the portfolio is simple to 
manage with a single BIOS.

+
Watch Video
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DELL
THE INDUSTRY’S MOST 
SECURE AND INTELLIGENT 
COMMERCIAL PC FAMILY*

OPTIPLEX
Displays & Client Peripherals 
for Dell OptiPlex
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Based on Dell analysis, October 2022. Dell Optimizer not available in previous OptiPlex 3000 series. Most secure PCs - based on Dell internal analysis September 2022. Not all features available with all PCs. Additional purchase required for some features.

Dell OptiPlex Micro
Super compact desktop 
with the most versatile 
mounting options.

Dell OptiPlex Small  
Form Factor
Compact design with no-
compromise performance.Dell OptiPlex Tower

Ultimate desktop 
configurability.

Dell OptiPlex All-in-One 
Collaborate seamlessly and 
securely with the smartest 

Dell OptiPlex All-in-One yet. 

Dell OptiPlex 
Thin Client
The best-performing ultra 
compact desktop thin client, built 
for Dell Cloud Client Workspace 
solutions. If you choose this 
solution, consider also getting 
Dell Integrated System for 
Microsoft Azure Stack HCI for 
additional benefits.

WHY DELL?THE INDUSTRY WHY REFRESH? THE PORTFOLIO PERSONAS

+ What’s new with Dell OptiPlex



What’s new with Dell OptiPlex

Dell OptiPlex All-in-One
Ideal for business collaborators who require powerful, trusted devices for the best conferencing 
experiences, plus customized and comfortable workspaces for all-day productivity.

Dell OptiPlex Small Form Factor
Dell OptiPlex Small Form Factor strikes a balance 
between the right performance and the right size at 
the best value for its user.

Dell OptiPlex Thin Client
Ideal for deploying VDI, DaaS or SaaS for office, 
remote and hybrid workers with thin client and cloud 
client solutions.

Dell OptiPlex Micro
A tiny, yet mighty, clean desk solution with the most flexible 

mounting options, getting the PC out of the way so users 

can stay focused and work efficiently.

Dell OptiPlex Tower
Ideal for users who need the most performance, expandability,  
and immersive productivity options from their OptiPlex.

  Beautiful, clean-desk design in a minimal footprint

  Best collaboration with built-in camera and speakers

  Touch and non-touch options

  Easy deployment and setup

  Great for small collaboration spaces

  Supports Dell Cloud Client Workspace solutions

 With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new 13th Gen  
 Intel Core processor

  High performance options in a slim design

  Fully customized, productive workflow with seamless 
interaction of devices

  Clean-desk solution with Small Form Factor All-in-One Stand

 Highly expandable with no compromise on port options

 Built secure and with sustainability in mind

 Easy to manage

  With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new 13th Gen 
Intel Core processor

  Support virtual workspaces and unified 
communication solutions

  Compact, fan-less design delivers a quiet,  
durable computing experience

  Long lifecycle with 3-year next  
business day support

  Optimized for Dell Cloud Client Workspace 
software solutions

  Built secure for the modern worker

  A more productive user experience from anywhere

 With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new  
 13th Gen Intel Core processor

  Maximum productivity in a cost-effective, ultra-compact 
desktop

  Flexible “all-in-one” solution with Micro All-in-One Stand 
and custom mounts

  New one cable solution provides seamless connection to 
displays and peripherals, and a clutter-free, clean desk

  Mount behind large Dell Monitors in conferencing 
rooms/large collaboration spaces

  Easy to manage and built secure

 Supports Dell Cloud Client Workspace solutions

 With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new 13th   
 Gen Intel Core processors

  Ideal for organizations ready to embrace VR content to stand out from 
the competition

  Target audience: Secure fixed-point clients such as retail, healthcare, 
education, and government training fields

  Full-power, immersive workflow with seamless interaction of devices

  Built secure and with sustainability in mind

  Most performance and graphics options for immersive productivity

  Ultimate configurability with the most storage and expansion options

 With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new 13th Gen Intel Core  
 processors



The best Displays & Client Peripherals for your Dell OptiPlex

Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse 
- KM7321W and KM5221W  
Compact, slim-line wireless keyboard 
with chiclet keys and a comfortable 
optical mouse.

Dell P/U/C Series Monitors 
Provides a near-seamless dual or triple-display 
experience with a full range of adjustable 
features, InfinityEdge* and 3-sided ultra narrow 
borders, and multiple connectivity ports. 

Dell Pro Webcam – WB5023 
2K webcam with superior webcam 
technology for high quality 
performance with competitive pricing.

Dell Speakerphone – SP3022 
Rich, clear sound with the world’s 
most intelligent Microsoft Teams-
certified speakerphone.**

Dell OptiPlex SFF and Micro Mounts 
A choice of up to seven versatile mounting 
solutions to provide power and flexibility to 
any workspace.

Dell OptiPlex Micro Recommended Ecosystem

* Virtually borderless InfinityEdge is available on UltraSharp monitors
** Based on Dell analysis comparing against competitive personal conferencing speakerphones, September 2021



POWER TO 
THE CREATORSDELL

PRECISION

Take your ideas to the next level with 
workstations optimized for performance, 
reliability and user experience.

+
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Watch Video
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DELL DESIGNED FOR 
SPECIALISTS

PRECISION
+ Explore New Dell Precision 

Towers  

Displays & Client Peripherals for 
Dell Precision
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Precision 3000 Series 
Affordable, fully configurable 
mobile workstations in a thin 
and light design.

Precision 5000 Series 
Thin, light, small mobile 
workstations with the Intel 
vPro platform and latest 
Intel Core processors for 
big performance.

Precision 7000 Series
Performance-driven mobile 
workstations with the latest 
Intel Core processors. Built thin 
and light for portability without 
losing power.

Learn more›
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-gb/products/workstations/briefs-summaries/Dell_Precision_Workstation_Family_Brochure.pdf.external


Explore New Dell Precision 5000 
and 7000 workstations 

Key highlights of Dell Precision 5000 and 7000 workstations

  Up to Intel® Xeon® W9-3495X Processor (56 core, 350W)

  AMD or NVIDIA (4x 300W) discrete graphics

  152TB storage

  4TB of 4800MHz (DDR5) memory

 Dell Optimizer for Precision

 ISV certifications

  TPM 2.0, lockable chassis with intrusion detection,  
self-encrypting drives

  With the Intel vPro platform powered by the new 13th gen Intel Core 
Processor

A brand new chasis design to enhance thermal and ease 
of access. The new sleek form factor retains the transport 
handles which are  now more discretely located in the top 
of the chasis.

Precision 7000 
workstations

Precision 5000  
workstations



Dell UltraSharp 6K Monitor – 
U3224KB 
The ultimate productivity 
powerhouse. 6K resolution with 
IPS Black panel and Display 
P-3 color, intelligent 4K HDR 
webcam, and Thunderbolt™ 
4. Performance, connectivity, 
collaboration and usability in a 
stunning design.

Displays

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C 
Hub Monitor – U2723QE 
Boost productivity with a 27-inch 
monitor with brilliant color and 
contrast that features the world’s 
first IPS Black technology and a 
connectivity hub.*

Dell Pro Webcam - WB5023 
Professional 2K QHD webcam 
with outstanding video quality 
and picture clarity, certified for 
Microsoft Teams.

Dock/Webcam

Dell Thunderbolt™ 4 Dock – 
WD22TB4 
Modular thunderbolt dock with 
swappable modules for easy 
upgrades and SuperBoost 
technologies for fast charging. 

Dell Pro Wireless Headset - 
WL5022 
Enjoy wireless freedom away 
from your PC with this Teams 
certified headset that offers 
convenient call controls. Switch 
seamlessly across your PC, 
tablet or smartphone and enjoy 
superior audio clarity on the go.

Audio

Dell Speakerphone with 
Multiport Adapter – MH3021P 
A seamless, all-in-one conferencing 
and connectivity solution that 
allows you to make calls while 
connected to multiple devices.

Dell Premier Collaboration 
Keyboard – KB900 
Innovative keyboard with dual 
connectivity and dedicated 
touch controls for effortless 
collaboration. Paired with the 
ultra-precise wireless mouse, this 
duo puts increased productivity 
and effortless team collaboration 
right at your fingertips.

Dell Premier Rechargeable 
Mouse – MS900 
Masterfully crafted for optimal all-
day comfort and ease-of-use, this 
premium mouse features multi-
device pairing with Dell Peripheral 
Manager, adjustable 8000 DPI at 
400 increment, and long-lasting 
battery life that works up to 3 
months with a full charge. 

* Based on Dell analysis of publicly available data, August 2021. 

The best Displays & Client Peripherals for your Dell Precision



BEYOND THE PCDELL
DISPLAYS &
PERIPHERALS

The power, productivity and 
intelligent solutions to modernize 
the work environment.

+
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    MIKE BASORE,
  SENIOR DIRECTOR OF CLIENT
PERIPHERALS PRODUCT GROUP

Watch Video

Learn more about Monitors›

Learn more about Accessories›
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https://viewer.ipaper.io/ecat/emea-client-solutions-2023/en/?page=59
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/electronics-and-accessories/briefs-summaries/dell_monitors_family_brochure_-_commercial.pdf.external
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/products/electronics-and-accessories/briefs-summaries/dell-accessories-eguide.pdf.external


+ Builder Solutions + Specialist Solutions

+ Specialist Solutions
Creator & Engineering

+ Connector Solutions + Producer Solutions - Fixed

+ Producer Solutions - Mobile

Hybrid Work Personas
Dell Technologies has developed four core commercial end user personas to help you 

recognize and solve the pain points of the people in your hybrid workforce. 

Watch Builder Video

Watch Specialist Video

Watch Connector Video

Watch Producer Video

Specialist

Specializes in creative or complex work.

Builder

Builds businesses and relationships.

10% of the workforce 15% of the workforce 19% of the workforce 56% of the workforce

Connector

Connects people and data.

Producer

Produces results while taking on tasks.
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/selling-competitive/builder-video.mp4
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https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/selling-competitive/producer-video.mp4


Office

Roam

Home

Thunderbolt 4 Dock 
WD22TB4

Latitude 9440 
(For Office & Home)

Latitude 9330  
(For Roam)

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Builder

UltraSharp Webcam 
WB7022

UltraSharp 40 Curved 
WUHD Monitor U4021QW

Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset WL7022

Dell Collaboration Keyboard  
and Mouse KM900

Premier Rechargeable 
Active Pen PN7522W

14 Portable Monitor 
C1422H

Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset WL7022

Dell Rechargeable Multi-Device  
Mouse – MS900

7-in-1 USB-C Multiport 
Adapter DA310

UltraSharp 4K 32 Video Conferencing 
Monitor U3223QZ

Dual Charge Dock 
HD22Q

Key Dell Peripherals

Dell Collaboration Keyboard and 
Mouse KM900

Products and offerings may vary by country. 



2x UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Hub 
Monitors U2723QE

Office

Roam

Home

Precision 5860 Tower 
(for Office & Home)

Precision 3581
(for Roam)

14 Portable Monitor 
C1422H

Speakerphone with Multiport 
Adapter MH3021P

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Specialist

Dell Pro Wireless Headset - 
WL5022

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

UltraSharp Webcam 
WB7022

Premier Rechargeable Wireless Mouse 
MS7421W 

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Thunderbolt 4 Dock 
WD22TB4

2x UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Hub 
Monitors U2723QE

Speakerphone 
SP3022

Dell Pro Wireless Headset - 
WL5022

Dell Pro Wireless Headset - 
WL5022

Key Dell Peripherals

Products and offerings may vary by country. 



Precision 7680
(For Engineering: Roam,  

Office & Home)

Precision 5680
(For Creator: Roam, 

Office & Home)

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Specialist

Creator & Engineering
UltraSharp 40 Curved 

WUHD Monitor U4021QW  
Docking Station 

WD19DCS
UltraSharp Webcam  

WB7022
Dell Premier Wireless ANC 

Headset – WL7022
Dell Collaboration Keyboard  

and Mouse KM900
Wacom Cintiq Pro 

24 Flatview

UltraSharp Webcam  
WB7022

Dell Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset – WL7022

Dell Collaboration Keyboard 
and Mouse KM900

WD19DCS  
Docking Station

HTC Vive Virtual 
Reality Headset

UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C  
Hub Monitors U2723QE

Engineering

Creator

Key Dell Peripherals

Products and offerings may vary by country.



Office

Roam

Home

Speakerphone with Multiport 
Adapter  MH3021P

Latitude 7340

(for Roam)

Latitude 7440

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Connector

Thunderbolt 4 Dock 
WD22TB4

Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset WL7022

2x UltraSharp24 USB-C Hub Monitor 
–U2422HE

Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset WL7022

Premier Rechargeable 
Wireless Mouse MS7421W 

Notebook Power Bank Plus (USB-C, 
65WHr) – PW7018LC

Premier Wireless ANC 
Headset WL7022

Dell Collaboration Keyboard  
and Mouse KM900

Dual Charge Dock 
HD22Q

UltraSharp24 USB-C  
Hub Monitor–C3422WE

Key Dell Peripherals

Dell Collaboration Keyboard  
and Mouse KM900

14 Portable Monitor 
C1422H

Products and offerings may vary by country. 



All-in-One Height  
Adjustable Stand

Office 
Service Desk/

Kiosk

Shop Floor

Home

27 USB-C HUB Monitor 
P2723DE

24 Video Conferencing Monitor  
C2423H

Pro Wireless Headset  
WL5022

Micro All-in-One Stand 
MFS22

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Speakerphone  
SP3022

Pro Wireless  
Headset WL5022

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Producer

(Fixed)

OptiPlex Micro 
(for Fixed Shop 
Floor & Home)

OptiPlex   
All-in-One

Key Dell Peripherals

Products and offerings may vary by country. 



2x 27 USB-C HUB Monitor 
P2723DE

2x 27 USB-C HUB Monitor 
P2723DE

Office 

Home

Thunderbolt 4 Dock 
WD22TB4

Dual Charge Dock 
HD22Q

Pro Wireless  
Headset WL5022

Speakerphone  
SP3022

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Pro Wireless  
Headset WL5022

Latitude 5440

Hybrid Work 
Solutions For Producer

(Mobile)

Key Dell Peripherals

Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse – KM5221W

Products and offerings may vary by country. 



Utilize the latest Dell innovations in client, infrastructure and services to enable intelligent 
collaboration in your hybrid workforce – in 2023 and beyond.
 
Here’s an overview of the opportunities presented by the latest Dell Technologies Client 
portfolio:

  Dell Optimizer now connects the Dell Technologies portfolio more than ever before, 
giving you the world’s most intelligent collaboration experience*. 

  Provide the right tools for the job by utilizing Dell’s four core personas to identify 
your users’ ecosystem needs.

  Migrate quickly to the latest technology with Dell APCaaS with peace of mind that 
your old assets are responsibly retired and recycled.

Designed to fulfill your needs as 
the future of work evolves

DELL TECHNOLOGIES 2023 CLIENT PORTFOLIO

  *  Based on Dell analysis, November 2022. Collaboration feature availability and functionality may vary by model. 
Collaboration touchpad is just available on Latitude 9330 and 9440 models only. For more details visit:  
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/technical-support/dell-optimizer- 
features-availability-matrix.pdf.external
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Learn more›

https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/technical-support/dell-optimizer-
features-availability-matrix.pdf.external
https://www.delltechnologies.com/asset/en-us/solutions/business-solutions/technical-support/dell-optimizer-
features-availability-matrix.pdf.external
http://dell.com


Thank you!




